Proof.
Since Q.=I®p1 (where / denotes the identity operator and © denotes the linear span of / with p±) it suffices to prove only the second statement.
Let Te p±. Then B(T) e ip and so if Fis a scalar homomorphism on p±, and on Mr\Q.0, and, in fact x = P on MryD.0.
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Proof. If Te MnQ then lim, x¿(F)=0 and so %(T)=p(T).
Moreover, E e MnQ and %(F) = 1 whereas p(E)=0. Thus, %-p on MnQ0 but not on MnQ.
Let F be a scalar homomorphism on MnQ0. For each Te MnQ0,
both V(T) and B(T) belong to MnQ0. Therefore, F(T)=F(V(T))+ F(B(T)). Since 5(7) e MnT it follows from Corollary 3.3 that F(B(T))= X(B(T)). But x(B(T))=p(T); hence, F(D=F(F(r))T/,(r). Now
(K(F))2=0 because lim¿ Xi(T)=0, so F=p on MOÍ20. Now let F be a scalar homomorphism on MnQ. Observe that Mni.= E®MnQ0. We will show that if F^p then F must be %. Thus, suppose that % and p are the only possible scalar homomorphisms on any algebra in Q which contains either xp or MnT.
Proof. If A is such an algebra then, as was shown in § §1 and 2, A must be either xp, p±, T, Q, MnY, MnQ0 or MnQ. The corollary is therefore a summary of Theorems 3.2, 3.5, 3.7 and Corollary 3.3.
We take this opportunity to correct the following misprints:
On p. 10, line 15, Tn should be F(+11. On p. 12, line 13 from the bottom, />1 should be i'^l. On p. 14, lines 4 and 5 from the bottom, each 2« + 3 should be 2«+l, and 2n+2 should be 2«.
On p. 14, line 9 from the bottom, 3.7 should now be 3.6.
